Magnificent

Mountain
Designed to tread lightly on the land and with minimal
amenities, this family retreat is still built to last
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Cabin

wo generations of Maggie and Ron’s family live on
a rural property in northern Vermont, and it’s not
unusual for four generations to visit at a time. This
small cabin, located on a remote corner of the family
land, is a favorite place for everyone. At times it serves as a guest
house for friends, and the couple also hosts parties there. Maggie
and Ron are especially pleased that it fulfills their original objective as a private retreat, free from the distractions of the modern
world. They envisioned it as a place to take breaks from their
busy work lives, where they could curl up with a good book,
warm themselves by the woodstove on a cool evening, or just sit
and take in the beautiful view.
As purposeful as this all sounds, it was actually a random act
of nature that precipitated the cabin’s conception. While working on an overall landscape plan for the family property, garden
designer Ed Burke discovered that a stand of white pine trees had
blown down and revealed a panoramic view of a nearby mountain range. He suggested that a screened-in lean-to would be a
perfect addition—a structure that would sit lightly on the site
and allow Maggie and Ron to enjoy the rugged clearing and the
spectacular vista it created.
Ed enlisted the help of his husband, Boston architect David
Flaschenriem, to design the simple building. As the designers and
homeowners worked on ideas for the project, the concept grew
from a simple shed for keeping out rain and mosquitoes into a
cabin that could comfortably accommodate guests throughout the

Decked out. To make as little impact as possible on the mountainside landscape while capturing
the stunning view across the valley, this family cabin is built on piers and navigates the sloped
site with a ramp, a wraparound deck, and a boardwalk from the cabin to the outhouse.
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OUT OF SQUARE, ON PURPOSE
While the roof, deck, and north- and west-facing walls are all
aligned with and square to the hillside slope, the south- and eastfacing walls are set at an angle. Though they were designed to
maximize views, these angled walls add lots of visual interest to the
cabin. In this way, each aspect of the design is either functional or
intended to accentuate the unique modern aesthetic.
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The deck and roofs are
rectilinear and aligned
with the north- and
west-facing walls.

Roof
The outhouse wall facing the cabin is also built
at an angle, creating a similar effect at its roof
rake to that of the cabin’s playful roofline.

The south- and
east-facing walls are
out of square, each
turned 10° to make
the most of views.

A pier foundation minimizes construction impact on the site. For
style, the square piers were poured in site-built forms.

The decking and
soffit boards are
aligned with the
two angled walls
to dramatize the
incongruous angles.

A boardwalk separates the cabin and the
outhouse, which is purposefully situated
to hide the cabin from the driveway.

See more photos of this cabin at
FineHomebuilding.com/magazine.

Vermont
traditions.
The builder
used randomwidth boards
recycled from
a 19th-century
house for
paneling on
the ceiling.
The cabin’s
owners picked
transparent
yellow milk
paint to
showcase the
grain of the
rough-sawn
shiplap wall
paneling.

Natural cedar and painted pine. The decking and trim is all
unfinished white cedar, which will age to a natural gray color. The
unusually tall 20-in. painted shingles were hand-cut on site from
white-pine slabs.

year. But they held fast to their commitment
to creating a place with few amenities, and
one that required little maintenance.
Because the best views are to the southwest, David came up with a clever plan. He
designed most of the structure parallel to the
main axis of the hillside, but turned the angle
of the south- and east-facing walls 10° to face
the view. Aligning the cedar decking and
soffit boards with these walls adds a sense of
movement to the design.
Maggie and Ron wanted to retain as much
of the native landscape as possible, and a pier
foundation seemed to be the least invasive
solution. But with two-dozen piers needed,
building the foundation was no simple task.
Though it took a fraction of the concrete
needed for a basement or crawlspace, the
piers required nearly as much excavation as
a typical foundation to make room for the
site-built forms and to get everything deep
enough to stay put through Vermont’s winter frost. And it was no small feat to plumb
and level the forms so each pier lines up perfectly with its corresponding point on the
complex floor framing.
The grid of concrete columns ended up
looking taller than expected. It took a fair
amount of fill and boulders to soften the
transition between the house and the existing
topography, but once Ed flanked the cabin
with native plants and shrubs, the construction site quickly began to blend back into its
wild surroundings. Though the look of the
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Sandblasted steel. The east and west sides of the deck have
white-cedar railings. On the south-facing side, a stainless-steel
cable railing exposes the view. The builder sandblasted the
railing to remove its sheen.

cabin is strikingly modern, the muted colors
and matte finishes also help it blend in with
the surrounding trees and rocks.
Salvaged lumber from old barns and farmhouses and locally milled timber are abundant in Vermont. Aside from the stone hearth
and the metal roof and railings, every visible
surface is made of these materials. The roof
is the cabin’s flashiest detail, but standingseam roofs are common in Vermont because
of their excellent snow-shedding qualities.
Even though this is a simple cabin, which
only occasionally needs heat from the
Vermont Castings woodstove, the builders—
Smith & McClain of Bristol, Vt.—didn’t

the roof to be used for cleaning tasks and to
water plants. And to make the cabin comfortable for extended visits, there’s a Sun-Mar
composting toilet in a small building across
the deck, which Maggie dubbed “La
Poopière”—presumably to make it sound
more inviting to outhouse-averse guests.
After some deliberation, Maggie and Ron
did opt for an electrical hookup to power
lights and a ceiling fan, but they believe they
could do without electricity because they
tend to use candles as their primary lighting.
It may seem odd to design and build such
a refined little abode while simultaneously
working so hard to omit most of the con-

“… they held fast to their commitment to
creating a place with few amenities, and
one that required little maintenance.”
skimp on the comfort and weatherization
details. After filling the floor, walls, and ceiling with mineral-wool-batt insulation, they
covered the interior framing with Intello
Plus, a smart vapor retarder. To further keep
moisture at bay, they wrapped the exterior
sheathing with Benjamin Obdyke’s Slicker
HP, a good match for the pine shingles.
There’s no running water in the cabin,
but a large rain barrel captures runoff from

veniences many of us demand in our own
homes. But this rustic retreat works exactly
the way the couple intended. As Maggie
puts it, “I don’t feel as if we have given up a
thing—this cabin is a luxury to me because of
what it allows us to do and experience.” □
Rob Wotzak is a carpenter, blacksmith,
artist, and freelance writer in New
Milford, Conn. Photos by Susan Teare.
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